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ABSTRACT
We investigate the scaling relation between the observed amount of absorption in
the X–ray spectra of Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) afterglows and the absorber redshift.
Through dedicated numerical simulations of an ideal instrument, we establish that
this dependence has a power law shape with index 2.4. However, for real instruments,
this value depends on their low energy cut-off, spectral resolution and on the detector
spectral response in general. We thus provide appropriate scaling laws for specific
instruments. Finally, we discuss the possibility to measure the absorber redshift from
X–ray data alone. We find that 105−6 counts in the 0.3–10 keV band are needed to
constrain the redshift with 10% accuracy. As a test case we discuss the XMM-Newton
observation of GRB 090618 at z = 0.54. We are able to recover the correct redshift of
this burst with the expected accuracy.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – X-rays: ISM – X-rays: general – gamma-ray
burst: individual: GRB 090618.
1 INTRODUCTION
Radiation emitted by distant objects gets absorbed by mat-
ter along the line of sight. For extragalactic objects this ab-
sorption process occurs within our Galaxy, in the intergalac-
tic medium (IGM) and within the host galaxy.
Long gamma–ray bursts (GRBs) are associated with the
death of massive stars in distant galaxies. Their gamma–
ray radiation is not absorbed by intervening matter but this
occurs to their afterglow lower energy radiation at X–ray and
optical frequencies. X–ray absorption is due to the innermost
shell transitions in metals irrespective of their form (gas,
dust, etc.). X–ray absorption in the GRB afterglow spectra
shows up as a characteristic bending of the power law at low
energies ( <∼ 1 keV) depending on the amount of material
along the line of sight.
X–ray afterglow radiation gets absorbed within the host
galaxy, within our Galaxy and possibly along these two
galaxies by diffuse matter (see Eitan & Behar 2013; Behar et
⋆ E-mail: sergio.campana@brera.inaf.it
al. 2011) and/or by intervening collapsed systems (Campana
et al. 2010, 2012; Wang 2013). The extragalactic absorption
is inherently shifted in energy due to the cosmological red-
shift. The same amount of absorption, placing the absorber
at increasing redshifts, produces an increasingly small effect
on the observed X–ray spectrum, due to the shift in energy.
The scaling of a local absorption at a given redshift NH (z)
with the redshift has been scaled as (1+ z)a with a ranging
in the 2.4−2.6 range (e.g. Galama & Wijers 2001; Stratta et
al. 2004; Campana et al. 2006a; Watson et al. 2007; Behar
et al. 2011; Watson & Jakobsson 2012; Starling et al. 2013).
For the case of GRB 090423 (Salvaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir
et al. 2009) at z = 8.2 the discrepancy due to the different
scalings with redshift (i.e. values of a) can be as high as
∼ 60%.
Here we investigate the scaling of the intrinsic column
density NH(z) with z depending on its value, on the Galac-
tic column density and on the instrument energy band. We
derive a universal scaling. This scaling relation is proved to
differ slightly depending on the mission/instrument consid-
ered (Section 2). In principle, with a very large number of
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Figure 1. Left: Simulated power law spectra with increasing column density Galactic absorbers. From top to bottom: 0, 1020, 3× 1020,
1021, 3 × 1021, 1022, 3 × 1022, 1023 cm−2, respectively. The dashed line marks the e−folding energy Ee. Right: Relation between the
absorbing column density NH and the break e−folding energy Ee. A higher sampling has been adopted to better constrain the power
law shape.
photons one can disentangle the contribution of the Galac-
tic absorption NGalH from the intrinsic absorption at a given
redshift and derive from the fit the redshift of the absorber,
if the spectral shape is known as in the case of GRBs (i.e. a
power law). In Section 3 we use this scaling to set the mini-
mum number of counts needed to derive the GRB’s redshift
for several values of the intrinsic column density and we work
out an example of this technique, based on XMM-Newton
data of GRB 090618. Conclusions are reported in Section 4.
2 INTRINSIC COLUMN DENSITY SCALING
WITH REDSHIFT
As a first step we study the influence of an increasing column
density with energy. Absorption cross sections was firstly
computed for astronomical purposes by Morrison & Mc-
Cammon (1983). For a given value of the equivalent col-
umn density one can associate an energy corresponding to,
e.g., 1/e decrease of the source intensity, Ee. We carried out
simulations using the spectral package XSPEC (v. 12.8.0.m;
Arnaud 1996). We modelled the absorber using the TBABS
model within XSPEC (Wilms, Allen &McCray 2000) and
performed simulations with the wilm solar abundance pat-
tern and the vern photoelectric absorption cross sections
(Verner et al. 1996). We simulated a model made by a power
law with photon index Γ = 2 and for a range of values of
the equivalent column density NH we computed the corre-
sponding e−folding energy Ee. Results were shown in Fig.
1. Similar e−folding energies were obtained with different
power law spectral slopes. There are two different slopes in
the Ee −NH dependence due to the Oxygen edge intensity
(at 0.543 keV, the most prominent edge in the X–ray spec-
trum). For low column density values the edge produces a
decrease lower than 1/e, whereas for high column densities
the 1/e drop occurs across the Oxygen edge. For energies
lower than ∼ 0.1 keV, we have NH ∝ E
2.67
e and for en-
ergies above ∼ 0.2 keV NH ∝ E
2.61
e . However, the overall
dependence is ∼ 2.3, which is not close to 2.6.
We then investigated the dependence of the intrinsic
column density NH(z) with the redshift, with a scaling law
of (1 + z)a. The effect of the redshift on the column density
is to shift in energy the absorbed part, resulting in a lower
effective column density (see Fig. 2 and compare it to Fig.
1). In order to do this we simulated a power law spectrum
with a spectral slope Γ = 2, using a diagonal redistribution
matrix in the 0.01–20 keV energy range and flat effective
area of 1 cm2. The GRB afterglow was assumed to be very
bright (normalisation constant within XSPEC equal to 1000,
for an exposure time of 1000 s). This was done to estimate
the column densities without redistribution biases and with
a large number of counts. As a first step we did not consider
any Galactic absorption and we just included an intrinsic
absorber NH (z). We took NH(z) = 10
23 cm−2. We mod-
elled the absorber with the ZTBABS model within XSPEC
(Wilms et al. 2000). The metallicity Z was assumed to be
solar. This is not crucial since, at first order, the metallic-
ity contribution scales directly with the column density, so
that NH/Z = const. We carried out simulations for different
GRB redshifts in the 0–9 redshift range in step of 1. Each
simulated spectrum was then fit with a power law model and
an absorber at redshift z = 0, providing an effective column
density NH(z = 0). Given the “wrong redshift” of the col-
umn density absorber (i.e. we are fitting with a Galactic
z = 0 column density absorber something that, instead, is
intrinsic to the host galaxy at a given redshift z), the fits
were not statistically acceptable, but we can derive anyway
a value for NH(z = 0), together with an error based on
∆χ2 = 2.7. Given the large simulated statistics the largest
deviations occurred around the absorption edges. The val-
ues of NH(z = 0) are therefore linked to the intrinsic column
density values by the law:
NH(z = 0) = NH(z)/(1 + z)
a
We found that the scaling index is a = 2.4 (see Table
1, with small values of the instrument low energy cut off).
We first explored the dependence of the scaling index with
the adopted power law photon index Γ. The dependence on
Γ was mild: for Γ = 1 we derived a = 2.39 and for Γ = 3
a = 2.44. We also explored the dependence of the scaling
parameter a on the low energy cut-off of an ideal X–ray
instrument. We progressively increased the low energy in-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Simulated power law spectra (Γ = 2) with different
absorption. A Galactic column density of NGal
H
= 3× 1020 cm−2
is common to all the spectra. In addition a large column density
of NH (z) = 10
22 cm−2 is added for different values of the redshift
z. From bottom to top the redshifts are range from z = 0, to z = 9
in step of one.
Table 1. Scaling laws of the effective absorbing column density
depending on the low energy cut-off.
Low energy cut-off Scaling index
(keV) a
0.01 2.40± 0.01
0.03 2.40± 0.01
0.1 2.40± 0.01
0.3 2.34± 0.01
0.5 2.39± 0.01
0.7 2.51± 0.01
1.0 2.60± 0.01
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Figure 3. Effective column density NH (z = 0) versus redshift as
evaluated through simulations of the X–ray spectrum of a GRB
afterglow. In this case we varied the low-energy cut-off of the X–
ray instrument. Sharp changes in the slopes are due to the major
edges (Oxygen and Iron) moving outside the energy band.
Table 2. Scaling laws of the effective absorbing column density.
Galactic NGal
H
Intrinsic NH (z) Scaling index Redshift
(1022 cm−2) (1022 cm−2) a∗ equality (z¯)
0.01 0.1 2.20 (2.24) 1.6
0.01 1 2.30 (2.28) 5.8
0.01 10 2.38 (2.38) 16.8
0.03 0.1 2.19 (–) 0.7
0.03 1 2.29 (2.22) 3.3
0.03 10 2.37 (2.37) 10.2
0.1 1 2.23 (1.99) 1.6
0.1 10 2.35 (2.26) 5.8
∗ In parenthesis is the scaling index over the redshift range in
which the effective column density is larger than the Galactic
column density.
strumental cut-off from 0.01 keV to 1.0 keV. Results were
reported in Table 1 (see also Fig. 3). We can observe a pro-
gressive steepening of the scaling index from 2.4 to 2.6 when
the cut-off is around 1 keV. The shift in energy of the contri-
bution of the intrinsic column density reaches a point where
the curvature of the spectrum (i.e. the e−folding energy Ee)
goes below the adopted low energy cut-off. At this point the
fit tends to underestimate the overall absorption resulting
in a steeper dependence.
We then turned on the Galactic column density. We in-
vestigated three cases with increasing Galactic column den-
sities:NGalH = 10
20, 3×1020 and 1021 cm−2. These are typical
values for line of sights out of the Galactic plane. We run the
simulations with a sample of intrinsic column densities over
the 0–9 redshift range as above (see Table 2 and Fig. 4). In
this case we realistically limit the low energy range of the
instrument to 0.3 keV. We derived flatter indexes and we
were able to almost recover the original scaling law a = 2.34
(appropriate for a 0.3 keV low energy cut-off) only for very
high intrinsic column densities, where the contrast with the
Galactic column density is the highest. We could also com-
pute the redshift, z¯, at which the effective contribution of the
intrinsic column density becomes comparable to the Galac-
tic contribution (i.e. NH(z = 0) ∼ N
Gal
H ). These redshifts
were also reported in Table 2. These simulations were car-
ried out assuming a perfect knowledge of the Galactic col-
umn density. Despite the intrinsic uncertainties in the radio
maps (usually assumed of about ∼ 10%; Kalberla et al. 2005;
Dickey & Lockman 1990), recently other prescriptions were
put forward to estimate the Galactic column density based
on dust maps (Watson 2011), or including the contribution
of molecular hydrogen (Willingale et al. 2013), possibly in-
creasing the column density uncertainty. The net effect of
an uncertain Galactic column density is to increase the un-
certainty on the intrinsic column density. In particular, for
values of the redshift equal or larger than z¯ redshift, we
usually derived upper limits on the intrinsic column density.
We explored the effect of a 30% uncertainty on NGalH on the
highest intrinsic column densities reported in Table 2. The
effect was to produce a mild flattening of the scaling index
a of ∼ 0.03.
Finally we investigated the dependence of the scaling
law on the spectral resolution (variable along the energy
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Figure 4. Effective column density NH (z = 0) versus redshift as
evaluated through simulations of the X–ray spectrum of a GRB
afterglow. Three different sets of Galactic column densities were
used (0.01, 0.03 0.1 ×1022 cm−2, marked with circles, squares
and triangles, respectively), for three different initial values of
the intrinsic column density NH (z), 0.1, 1 and 10 ×10
22 cm−2.
range) and on the detector response in general. We simulated
spectra as above (excluding the Galactic column density)
adopting different response matrices taken from the Web-
Spec site1 for several on orbit instruments. For complete-
ness, we also included a low spectral resolution instrument
(BeppoSAX LECS) and a high spectral resolution calorime-
ter (Athena). We found that the scaling law is different for
different instruments (see Table 3). As a general rule, in-
struments with a high spectral resolution did not show dif-
ferences with the simulations carried out with the diagonal
response matrix (compare Tables 2 and 3), being the low
energy cut-off the only parameter changing the scaling law
index a. For instruments with a lower spectral resolution,
which is also variable across the spectral energy range, we
found in some cases differences with the diagonal response
matrix simulations. This indicates that also the spectral res-
olution can affect the scaling law and that, when dealing
with GRB spectra of one specific instrument, one should
work out and use the appropriate scaling law in a specific
energy range.
If some intervening system(s) or diffuse system were
located along the line of sight, they will alter the absorp-
tion modelling described above. A localised system will be
characterised by its own redshift and will imprint on the
GRB spectrum a characteristic signature at its own red-
shift. Given the present generation of X–ray instruments, it
is very difficult to directly detect the imprint of an interven-
ing system on the spectrum of a GRB. What can happen
instead is that one does not know about the presence of this
intervening system at redshift zint. Therefore one is tempted
to ascribe the full absorption pattern in excess of the Galac-
tic value to the host galaxy of the GRB at a redshift zGRB.
In this way the intervening system column density is artifi-
cially increased by a factor (1+zGRB)
a/(1+zint)
a, producing
an increase of the column densities of GRBs along with the
redshift (e.g. Campana et al. 2010, 2012). The same effect
occurs for a diffuse medium along the line of sight between
1 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/webspec/webspec.html
Table 3. Scaling laws of the effective absorbing column density
for different X–ray instruments.
Mission & Low energy cut-off Scaling index
Instrument (keV) a
Swift-XRT-PC 0.3 2.34± 0.01
Chandra-ACIS-S 0.5 2.46± 0.03
Chandra-LETG-1 0.2 2.42± 0.03
XMM-pn-thin 0.2 2.35± 0.01
Suzaku-BI 0.4 2.38± 0.01
BeppoSAX-LECS 0.1 2.42± 0.01
Athena-Cal. 0.15 2.39± 0.01
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Figure 5. Number of photons needed to determine the redshift
of the absorber for different values of the effective column den-
sity NH (z = 0). Three different Galactic column densities have
been considered: 0.01, 0.03 0.1 ×1022 cm−2, marked with circles,
squares and triangles.
our Galaxy and the GRB host galaxy (Behar et al. 2011).
It must be noted, however, that of all the well studied inter-
vening systems observed so far (e.g. Sparre et al. 2013), none
is able to account for the large observed discrepancy among
X–ray and optically determined column densities (Campana
et al. 2010; Watson et al. 2007).
3 DETERMINING THE REDSHIFT FROM
GRB AFTERGLOW DATA
The imprint of the intrinsic absorber on a GRB afterglow
X–ray spectrum can, at least in principle, lead to the de-
termination of the absorber’s redshift. In fact, the effect of
the absorbing column density is to bend the afterglow power
law spectrum but also to leave an imprint of the absorption
edges at characteristic energies. The observed shape of the
bend at low energies and the observed energy position of
the edges depend of the absorber’s redshift. If the number
of counts is sufficiently high one can recover the GRB red-
shift directly from the X–ray data, once the Galactic column
density is known with good accuracy.
Given the scaling relations derived in the previous sec-
tion, we can combine the intrinsic column density NH (z)
and the redshift z into an effective column density NH(z =
0). Clearly, the redshift determination will be easier for
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 6. Contour plots of the redshift versus intrinsic column density of GRB 090618 based on XMM-Newton data. The left panel is
a zoom of the MOS+pn data in the z = 0 − 1 region (data were searched up to z = 8). The right panel shows the effect of the addition
of RGS instruments data, ruling out the zero redshift (low statistics) solution and improving the redshift solution.
a larger intrinsic column density and/or a smaller red-
shift (because as the redshift rises also the effective col-
umn density decreases). Based on Swift XRT (Burrows et
al. 2005) response matrices (we adopted the redistribution
matrix swxpc0to12s6 20010101v013.rmf and the ancillary
response file swxpc0to12s6 20010101v013.arf; Beardmore
et al. 2013) we worked out the minimum number of counts
needed to derive the redshift from the X–ray data alone with
a <∼ 10% uncertainty. We considered three Galactic column
density values logarithmically spaced (NGalH = 3×10
20, 1021
and 3×1021 cm−2). For a given Galactic column density, we
simulated a power law spectrum with Γ = 2 for four effective
column densities NH(z = 0) at different redshifts (3× 10
20,
1021, 3 × 1021 and 1022 cm−2). Each effective column den-
sity was obtained by varying the redshift between 1, 2, 4
and 6 and computing the intrinsic column density NH(z)
according to the scaling relation above, in order to have the
same effective column density NH(z = 0). For each value
of the effective column density and of the Galactic value we
fitted the spectra of the four realisations (z = 1, 2, 4, 6),
which at first order provide the same effects on the overall
X–ray spectrum, and took the one with the highest num-
ber of counts needed to constrain the redshift with an error
∆z/z <∼ 10% (90% confidence level). The results of these
simulations were shown in Fig. 5. It is readily apparent that
we need a very large number of counts. When the effective
column density was close to the (known) Galactic value the
number is >∼ 10
6 counts. As long as the effective column
density increased over the Galactic value it becomes easier
and easier to derive the redshift with ∼ 105 counts in the
best cases investigated.
3.1 A real case: XMM-Newton observations of
GRB 090618
As a test case we consider the XMM-Newton observations
of GRB 090618. This is one of the brightest GRBs observed
with XMM-Newton. Indeed the brightest GRB observed by
XMM-Newton was GRB 060729 (Grupe et al. 2007) but
its effective column density is low. GRB 090618 provides
the best case in having a high effective column density and
a large number of photons (Campana et al. in prepara-
tion). GRB 090618 was discovered by Swift and observed
by XMM-Newton within 5.3 hr from the trigger. The GRB
redshift is z = 0.54 (Cenko et al. 2009). The Galactic col-
umn density is 5.7× 1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). MOS
(0.3–10 keV) and pn (0.2–10 keV) data provide ∼ 135, 000
counts. A comparable, or in some case even larger, number
of counts are provided by very bright GRBs promptly ob-
served by the Swift-XRT. However, in these cases spectral
variations are often observed (e.g. the softening accompa-
nying the steep decay phase, Tagliaferri et al. 2005, or the
evolving black body component in some nearby GRBs, Cam-
pana et al. 2006b). Spectral changes were proved to alter the
column density estimate (Butler & Kocevski 2007), making
unfeasible our procedure. XMM-Newton data analysis was
throughly described in Campana et al. (2011a).
Fitting the spectrum with an absorber at z = 0 we de-
rived NH(z = 0) = (1.17 ± 0.04) × 10
21 cm−2 (in addition
to the Galactic value), with a reduced χ2red = 1.020 for 1391
degrees of freedom (dof, 30% null hypothesis probability,
nhp). Based on data in Fig. 5 we would need ∼ 400, 000
counts to derive the redshift with a 10% accuracy (90% con-
fidence level). Leaving free the redshift the fit improved to
χ2red = 1.018 (1390 dof and 31% nhp), obtaining the correct
redshift of z = 0.55+0.08
−0.10 (90% confidence level). This is a
∼ 18% accuracy redshift determination. An F-test indicates
a mild improvement in the fit with a chance probability of
8%. We investigated thoroughly the NH(z) − z plane and
found a low significance (∼ 3σ) zero-redshift solution (see
Fig. 6). The zero-redshift solution implied z < 0.03 at a
3σ confidence level. There are just two GRBs within this
redshift range (GRB 980425, Galama et al. 1998 and GRB
060218 Campana et al. 2006b) and for both of them a host
galaxy is clearly visible, as well as a bright accompanying
supernova. For these reasons the zero-redshift can be easily
discarded. We noted that the addition of 0.45–1.8 keV RGSs
data (2,924 and 3,482 counts for the RGS1 and RGS2, re-
spectively), remove this (small) degeneracy, thanks to the
higher spectral resolution, and largely improved the non-
zero redshift significance (see Fig. 6). The RGS data alone
constrained the redshift to the z = 0.1 − 5.4 interval. The
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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inclusion of the RGS data led to a redshift z = 0.55+0.08
−0.06 and
to an improvement over the zero redshift solution of ∼ 3σ
(based on an F-test).
4 CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the dependence on the redshift z of the ef-
fective absorption of X–ray photons produced by a localised
system at a given redshift. Such intrinsic absorption is com-
monly observed in the X–ray spectra of GRB afterglows.
We worked out the dependence of the effective (i.e. observed
frame) column density NH(z = 0) on (1+ z) based on spec-
tral simulations. This dependence has a power law shape
with index a = 2.40. This settles an issue since values in the
2.4–2.6 range were used in the past.
We investigated the dependence of the scaling law on
the low energy cut-off of the X–ray instrument finding a
small decrease (a = 2.34) when the low-energy cut-off is
∼ 0.3 keV, to increase up to a ∼ 2.6 for cut-off energies as
large as 1 keV. We tested the scaling relation for several in-
struments finding that, in addition to the low energy cut-off,
also the (variable) spectral resolution has an impact on the
value of a. We proved that an instrument-specific relation
should be used to rescale the intrinsic column densities of
GRBs to zero redshift (see Table 3). Grating or calorimeters
provided values of a closer to the diagonal matrix solutions.
We also tested, in the case of the Swift XRT instrument,
the minimum number of photons needed to evaluate directly
from X–ray data the redshift of the GRB with a ∼ 10%
accuracy, in the hypothesis that all the absorption that we
see in addition to the Galactic value is concentrated at the
GRB host galaxy. The number of photons depends on the
contrast with respect to the Galactic column density and on
a combination of the intrinsic column density and redshift,
defined by the effective column density NH(z = 0). The
requested number of photons is very high but a few bursts
observed within a few minutes from the GRB onset can meet
the requirements. This technique is also promising for new
large area, fast-slewing X–ray instruments (e.g. Campana et
al. 2011b).
We applied this technique to the case of the XMM-
Newton observation of GRB 090618. We successfully recov-
ered the GRB correct redshift with a∼ 20% (90% confidence
level) with a factor of ∼ 3 less counts than predicted to have
a 10% accuracy. However the improvement obtained leaving
free the redshift parameter is only marginal (8% based on
an F-test), calling for a larger number of photons. In fact
a low-confidence, small region consistent with z = 0 is al-
lowed in the NH(z) − z plane. The inclusion of ∼ 6, 000
high-quality photons from the RGS instruments, leads to a
better characterisation of the redshift and a much higher
significance for the need of a host galaxy absorber (F-test
chance improvement probability of ∼ 3σ).
We concluded that the most important parameter to
derive the GRB redshift from X–ray data alone is the num-
ber of counts. Therefore, a large effective area coupled to an
energy band extending down to, at least, 0.3 keV (and pos-
sibly 0.1–0.2 keV to deal with high redshift GRBs) would
provide an optimal instrument for this kind of studies. A
very good spectral resolution would provide further improve-
ments leading to the detection of single absorption edges and
opening the possibility to study the material composition.
Athena X-IFU is the best proposed instrument for this kind
of studies envisaged for the near future (Jonker et al. 2013).
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